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Lesson 9 Objectives 

(April 2016) 

ENGY.3310 Fundamentals of Nuclear Science & Engineering  

Lesson 9:  Neutron Interactions with Matter  I   

We first put the broad discussion of Interaction of Radiation with 

Matter into categories containing neutron interactions, gamma 

interactions, and charged particle interactions --  this Lesson 

then begins our study of neutron cross sections and neutron 

reaction rates, with the following goals: 

Define/explain the concept of a neutron cross section.  

Describe the various partial cross sections and the overall cross 

section hierarchy.  

Explain the difference between elastic and inelastic scattering. 

Describe a simple 1-D experiment and the terminology needed 

for measuring cross sections. 

Develop the balance equation and the resultant expression for 

the uncollided beam intensity, I(x), within a thick target. 
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Lesson 9 Objectives 
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Discuss the concept of mean free path. 

Compute the macroscopic cross section and mean free path for 

the case of a homogeneous mixture of elements.  

Define the term neutron flux, , at a point and its relationship to 

neutron density, n, and neutron speed, v   --  all of which are 

functions of the neutron energy. 

Calculate the uncollided flux, o(r), due to a point source in 

several simple shielding geometries.  

The broad subject of Interactions of Radiation with Matter is our 

current topic of discussion  --  this will take up the rest of the semester… 

Within this context, we need to discuss a variety of neutron 

interactions, photon reactions, and charged particle 

interactions and address the attenuation of these forms of 

radiation. 

Most of this subject matter is covered within Chapters 6 and 7 

of your text by Shultis & Faw (S&F), although the order and 

depth of discussion is not always optimal for our purposes. 

Thus, we will segregate the treatment of neutrons, photons, and 

charged particles into different lectures and Lessons, and put a 

little more emphasis on neutron cross sections than given in 

your text (this is needed as a prerequisite for the Nuclear Reactor 

Theory course for next semester). 

Putting Things into Perspective… 

(April 2016) 
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Neutron Interactions with Matter 

   Basic Definitions and Concepts  (S&F sections 6.1, 7.1, 7.2, & 7.4) 

   General Nature of (E)  (S&F section 7.4) 

   The Fission Reaction  (S&F section 6.6) 

   Elastic Scattering  (S&F sections 6.1, 6.2 & 6.5) 

Photon Interactions  (S&F 7.1 – 7.3) 

Attenuation of Charged Particles  (S&F 7.5) 

Radiation Dose and Effects on Biological Matter  (S&F Chapter 9) 

Topic/Text Organization… 

(April 2016) 
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We will certainly run out of semester before finishing all of 

this material, but we will go as far as time permits… 

Supplemental materials will 

also expand our study of 

Neutron Cross Sections 

But, for now, let’s focus on Neutron Interactions… 

Various Definitions for σx: 

σx = measure of the probability that interaction x will occur 

when neutrons strike a target, or 

σx =  the “effective” cross sectional area of a nucleus for 

reaction x  

σx is referred to as the microscopic cross section and it has 

units of barns, where 1 b = 10-24 cm2 --  the x refers to the type 

of neutron reaction. 

Some of the more important neutron reactions and their 

common notations are given on the following few slides… 

Neutron Cross Section Hierarchy 

(April 2016) 
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absorption processes (causes the target to becomes something 

different): 

radiative capture  --  (n, )  →  σc  or  σ           

fission  --  (n,f) → σf 

charged particle  --  (n,α) and (n,p)  →  σn,α   and  σn,p   

neutron producing  --  (n,2n) and (n,3n)  →  σn,2n  and  σn,3n   

The total absorption cross section is the sum of all the 

individual partial cross sections for each of the absorption 

processes, 

   

 

Cross Section Hierarchy (cont.) 

a c f n,p n, n, 2n n, 3n             
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Cross Section Hierarchy (cont.) 
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scattering  processes (the target nucleus doesn't change ) : 

elastic scattering  --  (n,n)  →  σel            

inelastic scattering  --  (n,n')  →  σin 

Elastic scattering is effectively a classical two-body collision 

process, where momentum and energy are transferred in the 

collision, with the target nucleus remaining in its ground state.  

The energy loss in inelastic scattering is through the excitation 

of the target nucleus, with the subsequent emission of -rays as 

the nucleus decays to its ground state.   

For inelastic scattering the neutron's kinetic energy must be 

greater than the energy of the first excited state of the target.   
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Cross Section Hierarchy (cont.) 
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Thus, inelastic scattering is a threshold reaction, where the 

threshold energy decreases with increasing A (due to the large 

number of lower-energy excited states for large A materials).  

The total scattering cross section is the sum of elastic and 

inelastic processes, 

 

total cross section: 

The total interaction rate is related to the sum of the absorption 

and scattering processes  --  and we can write the total 

microscopic cross section as the sum of all the absorption and 

scattering cross sections,  

s el in    

t a s    

s el in    

a c f n,p n, n, 2n n, 3n             

(April 2016) 
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t a s    

Cross Section Hierarchy (cont.) 
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Experimental Interpretation 
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The best way to visualize the concept of a cross section is 

through a simple experiment.   

Consider a simple arrangement containing a thin target with a 

monoenergetic neutron beam directly bombarding the target 

(see next slide). 

The goal of the experiment is to determine the number of 

collisions that take place in the target per unit time.   

The collision rate should be proportional to the number of target 

atoms (the larger the number of target atoms the greater the 

collision rate) and the number of neutrons hitting the target per 

unit time (the larger the neutron intensity the greater the 

interaction rate).   

2

# neutrons hitting # of target
I nv and NA x  

atomstarget per cm sec
   



n  =  neutron density in beam (neutrons/cm3) 

v  =  neutron speed  =  distance traveled per sec (cm/sec) 

I  =  beam intensity  =  # of neutrons hitting target per cm2-sec 

                             I = nv                

N  =  atom density of target (atoms/cm3)   

A  =  surface area of target (cm2) 

∆x  = X  =  target thickness (cm)  

Experimental Interpretation (cont.)  

(April 2016) 
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2 3

n n cm

scm s cm

  
   

   

# of target
NA x  

atoms
 

Thin Target 

Experiment 
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Experimental Interpretation (cont.)  
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For now, let's denote σ as the proportionality constant in this 

relationship.   

Thus, in equation form, we have  

 

 

   

This is really the defining expression for the cross section, σ.   

It is simply a proportionality constant that relates the observed 

quantity in the experiment to the known variables that affect the 

desired quantity.  

Note that σ must have units of cm2  for consistency on both 

sides of the equation.  

    

2

# neutrons hitting# of collisions # of target
 = σ

per sec in target atomstarget per cm sec

σ nv NA x σI NA x

  
     

   

Collision Rate Density 
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If the previous expression for the number of collisions per sec in 

the target is divided by the target volume, we have the collision 

rate density, 

 

 

This expression for the collision rate density (or collision 

density for short) is very important and we will see this 

combination of terms quite often.  

In fact, the term Nσ occurs so often that it is given the symbol, 

Σ, and called the macroscopic cross section.   

For example,  

 

refer to the macroscopic total, fission, and capture cross 

sections, respectively.   

t

# collisions per sec
F = collision rate density  =  =  Nσ I

per unit volume 

t t f f c cN , N , and N        

µ = N is used    

for photons          
(linear interaction coeff.) 
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Collision Rate Density  (cont.)  
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These quantities have units of cm-1  --  that is,  

t = Nt    (atoms/cm3)  (cm2) = cm-1   

Now, with this definition, the total collision density can be written 

as  

 

where we note that both R and F are used interchangeably to 

represent the reaction rate density (reactions/sec per unit volume). 

Thus,   Rt = Ft = t I is the total reaction rate density 

             Ra = Fa = a I  is the absorption reaction rate density 

             Rf = Ff = f I is the fission reaction rate density 

                    etc. 

t t t tR F   N I  I    

Neutron Attenuation in Thick Targets 

(April 2016) 
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In the above experiment it was assumed that the target material 

was very thin  --  which implies no attenuation of the neutron beam.   

For thick targets, the neutron beam will indeed be attenuated by 

neutron interactions as it passes through the target.   

To address this situation, let’s define I(x) 

to be the uncollided intensity of neutrons 

at position x within the target.   

If we now perform a balance on a small 

segment of the target, one has 

 

but, 

 # of collisions/sec
I(x) - I(x x) A 

within x
  



t t

# of collisions/sec
F A x  IA x

within x
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We now equate these last two expressions, divide by ∆x, and 

take the limit as ∆x → 0 to give  

 

or 

 

where Io is the initial uncollided neutron beam intensity prior to 

interaction with the target.   

The solution to this first order differential equation is simply  

 

which says that the uncollided intensity decreases exponentially 

with distance into the target.  

t
x 0

I(x x) I(x)
lim I(x)

x 

  
 



t o

dI(x)
I(x) with I(0) I

dx
  

xt
oI(x) I e




Neutron Attenuation in Thick Targets 
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The previous development is important for a couple of reasons  

--  it gives another interpretation of the macroscopic cross 

section and it also allows our first quantitative measure of 

neutron attenuation. 

For example, rearranging the ODE gives 

t

dI(x) # of collisions per sec in dx
dx  

I(x) # of neutrons per sec available at x

probability that a neutron which survives
 up to x without interaction will

collide in the next dx

   



Or re-worded slightly, one has  

Neutron Attenuation in Thick Targets 

Σt  =  probability per unit path length that a 

                neutron will have a collision  
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Continuing this line of discussion, from the I(x) equation, we 

have  

 

Now, combining the above two probabilities, we have 

 

 

 

Summary:    prob. of surviving up to x =   

         prob. of having next collision in dx =  

            prob. of having first collision in dx =  

xt

o

I(x) probability that a neutron can move through
e  

a distance x without having a collisionI


 

Neutron Attenuation in Thick Targets 

probability that a neutron will have probability that it probability that it 
 

its first collision in dx around x survives to x collides in dx
  

   
  

- xt
tp(x)dx = e dx




- xt
oI(x)/I  = e



- xt
tp(x)dx = e dx




t-dI/I = dx

Mean Free Path 

(April 2016) 
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The mean free path, typically denoted as , represents the 

average distance, < x >, that a neutron travels between 

interactions.   

As discussed previously, we can find the desired average value 

by performing a weighted average, where the weight function 

properly acknowledges that some values may be more probable 

than others (i.e. have higher weight or importance). 

Here the weight function should represent the chance that a 

neutron will have it first collision in interval dx about x,  or 

 

Note that this is a properly normalized distribution function 

since 

 

- xt
tw(x)dx = p(x)dx = e dx




 
xt

t0
t 0

e
p(x)dx 0 1 1
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Mean Free Path  (cont.) 
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With this weight function, we can compute the mean free path, , 

as  

or     

Thus, the average distance that a neutron moves between 

collisions is simply related to the inverse of the total macroscopic 

cross section.   

This quantity is useful in characterizing how “large” a system is 

from the point of view of the neutron.   

   

0 - xt
t 0

0

xt

t t2
tt 0

xp(x)dx
x xe dx

p(x)dx

e 1
x 1 0 1



 






     

 
       

 






t

1
 


mean free path 

Treatment for a Mixture of Materials 
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The total probability per unit path length that a neutron interacts 

with one of the elements in a homogeneous mixture is given by  

 

where Ni is the homogenized atom density of the ith component 

of the mixture and ti is the corresponding total cross section.   

This treatment is also applicable to the partial cross sections, so 

that the macroscopic fission cross section, f, macroscopic 

capture cross section, c, etc. for a mixture of nuclides can all 

be written in a similar fashion.   

Thus, the macroscopic cross section for reaction x for a mixture 

of homogeneous materials is given as  

t 1 t1 2 t2 3 t3 t1 t2 t3 i ti ti

i i

N N +N + N                 

x i xi xi

i i

N     
This assumes that all the nuclei    

act independently  --  which may 

not be valid for low energy elastic 

scattering in some bound nuclei.  
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Although the formal definition of mean free path involves the total 

cross section, we often extend this concept to other processes.   

For example, the mean free path for neutron capture = 1/c, the 

average distance traveled between fission reactions is 1/f, etc.   

However, unless otherwise noted, the mean free path,  = 1/t, 

implies the average distance traveled between collisions.  

Also note that the cross sections are strong functions of energy, 

so the mean free path varies with neutron energy, or  

 
Thus, when considering the “size” of a system, the concept of 

large and small may be dependent on the neutron energy region 

of interest (we will discuss (E) in the next Lesson). 

Other Considerations 

t

1
(E)

(E)
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mean free path 

Thermal Mean Free Path in Graphite 
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Let’s compute the mean free path for thermal neutrons in carbon, 

where Eo = 0.0253 eV is considered as the “thermal” energy for 

this example.   

From the ENDFB-VI library in JANIS 3.0, the carbon scattering 

and absorption cross sections at Eo are s = 4.9 b and a = 3.4 mb, 

respectively.   

Also, since the mass density of graphite is about 1.6 g/cm3, the 

appropriate atom density is 

 

 

or 

24 24 2

C 3

1.6g of  C 0.6022 10  at. of  C 10 cm
N

12g of  C bcm


  

2
C

at. of  C
N 8.03 10

b cm
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Thermal Mean Free Path in Graphite 
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Now we can compute the macroscopic cross sections at Eo as 

follows:  

 

 

Since s >> a, the total cross section becomes  

t = a + s  s = 0.393 cm-1.   

Thus, the mean free path in graphite at Eo = 0.0253 eV is  

 = 1/t  2.54 cm.   

Thus, on the average, a thermal neutron will travel about 2.5 cm 

between collisions in graphite.  

   2 3 4 1
a aN 8.03 10 3.4 10 2.73 10 cm

          

   2 1
s sN 8.03 10 4.9 0.393cm

      

In the Reactor Theory course, we define the term “Diffusion Length” 

which is even more useful than the “Mean Free Path”.  

PWR Fuel Pin Cross Sections  
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This example re-visits Ex. #5 in the Lecture 

Notes: Basic Atomic and Nuclear Physics. 

In that example, we computed the 

appropriate region densities for the fuel, 

clad, and moderator (water) regions for a 

typical PWR fuel pin cell arrangement.   

In addition, the region volume fractions and a set of cell-

averaged densities were also calculated  --  and all these 

results, along with the needed microscopic cross sections at 

Eo = 0.0253 eV, are summarized in the tables given below…  

 
The goal here is to compute the macroscopic cross 

sections for the homogenized fuel pin unit cell at Eo. 
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PWR Fuel Pin Cross Sections  
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JANIS 3.0 

ENDFB-VI 

Lamarsh 

PWR Fuel Pin Cross Sections  
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Analysis:  

In the fuel, the capture to fission ratio is about 0.159/0.583  0.27, 

and about 0.742/1.15  65% of the interactions are absorptions 

(capture + fission).    

In the water region, over 99% of the interactions are scattering 

reactions!  

The pin diameter and pin pitch for this problem are 0.9566 cm 

and 1.25 cm, respectively, and we see that the region and cell-

averaged mean free paths are somewhat smaller than these 

dimensions.  

Thus, we might expect some noticeable neutron attenuation 

within the cell.  

PWR Fuel Pin Cross Sections  

Again, later in the NE curriculum, we will see that the 

Diffusion Length gives a better representation of the “size” 

and the amount of neutron attenuation that can be expected… 

The Scalar Neutron Flux 

(April 2016) 
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The above 1-D conceptual experiments can 

be easily generalized by allowing the small 

target to be bombarded simultaneously by a 

number of beams from different directions.  

Since the collision rate is independent of the 

incident angle, the total interaction rate 

associated with multiple monoenergetic 

beams is 

   t t 1 2 3 t 1 2 3 t tF I I I n n n v nv              

where the intensity of each beam is given by Ii = niv, and the 

neutron speed, v, is assumed to be the same.   

The total neutron density, n, at a point is the sum of the neutron 

densities in each beam, and this composite density times the 

neutron speed is referred to as the neutron flux, .  

here  = nv 
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The Scalar Neutron Flux (cont.) 
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The scenario with multiple neutron beams from all directions is 

the more usual case so that, unless we are referring explicitly to 

a beam experiment, all the collision rates that have been 

previously defined should use the neutron flux, , instead of the 

beam intensity, I.  

Thus, the common reaction rate densities can be written as 

   total interaction rate:  Ft (E) = t(E)(E)     

   fission rate:                  Ff (E) = f(E)(E)    

   scattering rate:            Fs (E) = s(E)(E) 

                                 etc. 

where all these rate expressions are explicit functions of the 

neutron energy, E. 

The dimensions here are 

reactions/sec per unit 

volume per unit energy 

The Scalar Neutron Flux (cont.) 
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These expressions are valid at a specific energy, E, and the 

reaction rate density really has units of reactions/cm3-sec per 

unit energy  --  that is, it is also a density function with respect to 

the energy variable. 

However, we are often interested in the reaction rate density 

integrated over some energy interval and, if this energy interval 

covers the full spectrum (0 ≤ E ≤ ), then the above reaction 

rates become: 

   total interaction rate: 

   fission rate: 

   scattering rate:    

                                 etc.          

t t0
F (E) (E)dE



  

f f0
F (E) (E)dE



  
The dimensions here 

are reactions/sec per 

unit volume 

s s0
F (E) (E)dE
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Flux due to an Isotropic Point Source 
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In a Vacuum 

Consider a monoenergetic isotropic point source that emits S 

particles per second into an infinite vacuum. 

Since there are NO interactions (because of the vacuum), the 

particles (neutrons, photons, etc.) radiate in straight lines away 

from the source. 

r2 

r1 

However, the uncollided particle flux, 

o(r), still decreases with distance r 

from the source, because the surface 

area increases with r. 
 

                                      or 
o particles/sec
(r)

area at r
  o

2

S
(r)

4 r
 



Flux due to an Isotropic Point Source 
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In a Homogeneous Medium 

Consider the same monoenergetic isotropic point source that 

emits S particles per second into an infinite homogeneous 

medium with total cross section, t. 

As the particles move outward from the source, some of them 

interact with the surrounding medium, which reduces the 

uncollided source particles and uncollided flux... 

Thus, the number of source particles 

that travel a distance r without 

interaction is            --  and the 

uncollided particle flux, o(r), is given 

by 

                                     or tro

2

S
(r) e

4 r


 



trSe


o particles/sec
(r)

area at r
 

r 
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Flux due to an Isotropic Point Source 
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In a Vacuum with a Shield of Thickness r 

Now suppose that the only attenuating material is a shield with 

thickness r with inner radius r.  

For this case, the uncollided flux on the inside of the shield at 

distance r is 

And, the uncollided flux just outside 

the shield at distance r+r is 

 

 

where t is the total interaction cross 

section of the shield material.                           

o

2

S
(r)

4 r
 



 
t ro

2

S
(r r) e

4 r r

 
   

  

r r 

Flux due to an Isotropic Point Source 
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Take-Aways 

There are two very important points to make from these last few 

examples that affect all shielding and radiation protection analyses. 

To reduce the radiation field, one should always: 

1. Increase the distance from the radiation source to the point of 

interest  --  geometric attenuation  [i.e.  the 1/(4r2) term] always 

reduces the radiation effects… 

2. Use an effective shield (i.e. large t and/or r)  --  attenuation in 

the shield material [i.e. the exp(- t r) term] can also 

significantly reduce the radiation effects… 

Caution:   The uncollided flux does NOT tell the whole story, since it 

ignores the radiation component due to scattered particles.  This 

deficiency will be resolved in later courses within your NSE curriculum… 
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Lesson 9 Summary 
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In this Lesson we have briefly discussed the following subjects: 

The concept of a neutron cross section.  

The various partial cross sections and the overall cross section 

hierarchy.  

The difference between elastic and inelastic scattering. 

A simple 1-D experiment and the terminology needed for 

measuring cross sections. 

The balance equation and the resultant expression for the 

uncollided beam intensity, I(x), within a thick target. 

The concept of a mean free path. 

How to compute the macroscopic cross section and mean free 

path for the case of a homogeneous mixture of elements.  

Lesson 9 Summary  (cont.) 

(April 2016) 
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The term neutron flux, , at a point and its relationship to neutron 

density, n, and neutron speed, v   --  all of which are functions of 

the neutron energy. 

How to calculate the uncollided flux, o(r), due to a point source 

in several simple shielding geometries.  


